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About GRM
GRM is a multi-award winning recruitment, research, and consultancy ﬁrm with ofﬁces in
Hong Kong, Cape Town, and London.!
Our reach and market intelligence stretches across the world. We have experience of
successfully completing projects on 5 continents. GRM’s decision to have a true presence
on three continents speaks to our commitment to bridging the gap between Africa,
Europe,!and Asia.!
Launched in 2009, GRM specializes in executive search, legal recruitment, people
analytics, research, and management consulting.!
Our differentiator is our combination of data, market research, knowledge of the market
and headhunting capabilities. We are staffed by legally qualiﬁed professionals, with an
extensive network and unparalleled insight into the legal market.!
At GRM we are constantly striving to bring our clients innovative solutions to their human,
business operational and strategic needs.

About GRM Intelligence (A division of GRM)
GRM Intelligence is fast becoming the voice of human capital across Africa and is an
essential partner to new and existing entrants to African markets. We are the experts in
analyzing people, businesses, and competitors to deliver performance gains, competitive
advantage, and agility.
In the information age, the real driver of economies, corporates, and commerce is
research, knowledge, and innovation. The knowledge, information, and trends that GRM
Intelligence gather is not common knowledge. Our research is collected through
continuous daily fact-ﬁnding and uncovering unusual correlations and deviations.
Within our data lies insight into best practice or the best route to deliver the optimal
outcomes for your ﬁrm. GRM Intelligence can ﬁnd out what’s going on in any sector and
through predict what you need to do to elevate your ﬁrm to the next level.
GRM Intelligence has ﬁve core services; Comprehensive salary benchmarking, Market
mapping, Market entry, M&A Advisory, Human capital related audits and consultancy
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Nominee, Researcher of the Year Award (ROTY), 2019
Top 3 nominee: Cross-Border Recruitment Strategy - Asia Recruitment Awards,
2019
Recruitment Agency Excellence Award - Finalist, 2018, Le Fonti Awards
Finalist, Most Innovative Use of AI - CFI Review Awards - 2017
RI Awards, Legal Recruitment Agency of the Year Hong Kong - 2015, 2016
Ranked Top 5 Best Agency in APAC - Global Recruiter Awards 2016
Legal Recruitment Innovation & Excellence Award 2016 - WINNER
Finalist in Recruitment International Australia Rising Star Award 2016
Global Recruiter Commended Winner - Best Consultant - 2015
Silver medalist in the Asia HR Awards - Agency of the Year 2015
WINNER Global Recruiter 2015 Best New Agency in Asia
Global Recruiter 2014 Commended Winner - Best Specialist Agency
Global Recruiter Commended Winner 2013 - Best Small Agency

Our ﬁndings on partner remuneration and
moves:
!

Partners are receiving an increase of up to 15% in 2019 compared to associates

!

and senior associates only looking at 7%-10%.
Partners from small to medium sized ﬁrms could make a move to the large ﬁrms as

!

a senior associate and still increase their salaries.
If you are a partner from a large ﬁrm, be on the lookout for more international ﬁrms

!

entering the market after elections in May.
Salaried partners should be wary to chase equity, as there is still some risk

!

occupying this banner.
Individual business development is essential in order to maintain yearly increases

!

and the survival of your practice.
UK and US law ﬁrms are interested in African business, and some European ﬁrms

!

are also asking questions.
Small to medium-sized ﬁrms will employ a partner from a large law ﬁrm in order to

!

expand their specialized portfolios.
Expand your client portfolio across different jurisdictions, in order to diversify your
risk portfolio in a recession.

What happened to private practice partners in
2018 -2019 and are there any opportunities
for growth?
We have determined that the past year changed dramatically since its predecessor.
Associate and Senior Associate moves remained constant, however, we have examined
that there was a lot more partner and/or team moves in South Africa.
he typical factors one usually needs to consider are salary increases for ﬁ ed partners,
equity pay-outs (if any), and commission structures. These are the basic needs of the
everyday partner because these factors satisfy the partner s most basic need for ﬁnancial
security.
he past ﬁnancial year proved to be very demanding for
E ecutives Partners and
epartmental eads, simply because last year s partners were looking for more than ust
money.

a. The first reason:
More senior partners last year moved to their competitors solely based on strategy and
e ecution Some partners were stuck at ﬁrms only focussing on the bottom line billables,
however, they wanted to express their interest in growth within Africa and globally. The
current ﬁrm did not have any intention to support the partners to facilitate these desires,
and so, they simply oined another ﬁrm with a clear African ross- order strategy It would
behove the reader to note that there are some ﬁrms in South Africa even looking to
e pand to Europe and South Korea

b. The second reason:
he second reason for partners looking to make a move in

was simple, they

wanted to immigrate. As there is political instability in South Africa, some partners felt it
would be safer to pack up and go his, in essence, is not a bad move however, one
needs to consider one s options
overseas.

ot all South African ualiﬁed lawyers are in demand

c. The third reason:
There are more and more lawyers asking us to assist them with in-house moves. Practice
could become overbearing in difﬁcult ﬁnancial times, and the largest motivator is partners
seeking a better work-life balance In principle, an in-house opportunity could
accommodate those needs, but this is only true in some cases As corporate clients are
also tightening their belts, partners would more than likely face a massive reduction in
their salary Second, to that, some companies only hire one
to run the ﬁrm s legal
function his puts a lot more stress on the lawyer and could result in even longer working
hours.

Client following
e encouraged partners to start focussing on building a client following, separated from
their respective law ﬁrm s institutional clients because it is more difﬁcult to leave the ﬁrm
without a transferable book of business And luckily some partners listened et us be
honest, it is difﬁcult to hire lawyers based only on their skills, especially in a year of
recession, like we had last year A ﬁrm would much rather hire a different partner, who
could bring in more work and cover their own cost in the ﬁrst

years

This is not the end of the road as we mentioned last year.
ost clients are tied up with the current ﬁrm and they could not follow the partner in the
event of a ﬁrm change he simple reason is that you as a partner is only servicing your
ﬁrm s client his potential client is with your ﬁrm for more than
years, and you only
focus on corporate work for them, and the client has other practice areas they need
assistance with

ow could you move one aspect of a client mandate

he partner needs to determine if the resignation and oining of a competing ﬁrm con ict
with his current contract of employment he partner needs to bear in mind that this could
be seen as a breach of contract ur advice to partners is to always seek an e ternal
opinion from outside counsel on a case to case basis he reason for this is to minimize the
risk and cost of the ac uiring ﬁrm in the event of a successful hire In some cases, you are
at liberty to negotiate the restraint of trade with your current ﬁrm in order to make yourself
employable
e at
are more than willing and able to assist partners in any of these negotiations,
professional business plans, opinions and transfer solutions

Annual Salaries (ZAR)
So how do you retain your top billing partners?
In 2018 we correctly determined that partners will not see major increases above 20%
when they are occupying the same seniority level. Again, for this year we will go as far as
to state that a 15% increase is unlikely. What we have seen in the past year, you may notice
that Senior Partners are salaried at almost the same rate, regardless of the size of the ﬁrm
which they work at he ma or in uence on these packages is ﬁrst, the industries which
they focus on and secondly, the legal ﬁeld which they specialize in and lastly, the location
of the ﬁrm
ost ﬁrms have adapted their outlook to remuneration and subse uently worked on
additional bonus structures. These bonus structures predominantly included team
performances and individual performances. There are partners that made mistakes by
having a predetermined salary or e uity ratio in their heads ot one ﬁrm in
ohannesburg or ape own had the same ﬁnancial targets, salary structures or e uity
ratios.
hen looking to make a move, be sure to understand what targets are set at the ﬁrm you
are looking to oin ost law ﬁrms have a
ratio, however, there are ﬁrms with a
ratio ou might be unhappy with your
ﬁrm, however, to manage the same salary at
some competing ﬁrms, you literally need to put in double the work

Large ﬁrms
e have noticed, unior Partners from arge ﬁrms are normally remunerated on a salary
base between , m and , m per year Senior Partners are remunerated on a salary
and beneﬁts structure of appro imately , m up to , m per year hen we have a look
at Senior E uity Partners, the salary will stay the same and the e uity pay-out if any will
be dependent on the proﬁt margin of either the ﬁrm or the department
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Medium & Boutique
E pect the salaries of the outi ue ﬁrms to go up again this year

ore and more ma or

organizations are approaching these ﬁrms on the basis that they would service the client
with a fresh perspective he client feels more important and well looked after if they know
that an entire ﬁrm is focusing on their needs e see that bouti ue law ﬁrms salaries
overtook medium-sized law ﬁrm salaries again last year on a partner level hen you are a
partner at a small-medium sized ﬁrm, it might be beneﬁcial to you to know that with your
e pertise, large law ﬁrms will most probably hire you as a senior associate Again, we
noticed that
promotion

partners now earn

!
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more per annum after this demotion-
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International
he international ﬁrms in South Africa are remunerating partners ust below the typical
large ﬁrm averages his salary or e uity increases do come at a price at some ﬁrms hen
a partner moves from a large ﬁrm to an international, they need to ad ust their billing
model accordingly his ad ustment could mean that the partner s clients gets scared off
by paying their old lawyer in US ollar here are however additional services an
international partner could bring to the table, for his her clients ne needs to bear in
mind that most international ﬁrms in South Africa are a combination of local lawyer s
books of business or that reason, the salary will not increase dramatically when moving
to the internationals
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Business Development
ne needs to consider the everlasting effect a partner could have at a law ﬁrm and
department within Part of being a modern lawyer is to focus on business development In
short, what are you doing to make more money and increase shareholder wealth in the
long run It is unrealistic to think that being a good lawyer is all you need usiness
evelopment anagers should work closely with all partners to ensure that their local
strategy, foreign strategy, and continental strategy is in line with the ﬁrm s growth forecast
e met ﬁrms that have strategy sessions on a weekly base with every partner
ﬁrm incorporate similar developments
ne could directly correlate salary increases with the outcome

nly

oes your

of Partners at

law ﬁrms feels like they are being supported to grow their current department at large
ﬁrms, compared to last year s
hile
of Partners feel that they are not supported,
compared to last year s
his could put tremendous pressure on the said partner to
generate new business while working on a case, brief or pro ect Some Partners feel that
they do not need any
Strategies and that the name will speak for itself themselves
here are still many ﬁrms which operate this way, especially ﬁrms that operate in a
traditional structure, but with technology e panding, the traditional way of doing things
aren t always effective in the long term
of Partners are comfortable in their current
urisdiction and geographical area hey service current clients on long-term retainers and
wish to maintain this ow of pro ected income In our view, this is a risky approach, as one
does not have control of the activities of the ﬁrm s client e encourage law ﬁrms and
partners to maintain growth in order to secure yearly increases and maintain the longevity
of the ﬁrm as a whole
he Small to edium Sized ﬁrms are looking to e pand, with very interesting and
revolutionary EE structures Part of realizing this goal is to ac uire a partner or team from
the big law ﬁrms es, this is an e pensive move, however, the beneﬁts are outstanding
from the positive feedback we received in the past year he edium Sized ﬁrms are
willing to match the salaries of the arger irms in the event that clients will eventually
follow he reason why they are willing to remunerate the partner in such a way is simple,
they do not have as many overheads associated with that of the larger ﬁrms
assist the partner to earn on a
ratio and in some instances on a
ratio

his could

he larger ﬁrms are always looking for great high-end talent As you may have noticed, no
ﬁrm advertises that they are looking for a partner director his is usually an internal and
discreet matter or an agency like
is briefed on the search In our view, if you are a
partner from a reputable law ﬁrm and you are looking to make a move, make use of an
agency in this regard his strategic step could separate you from unnecessary
negotiations and con icts

Conclusion
In the event of a partner moving from one reputable large ﬁrm to another, the picture
could differ A lot of partners are approached by opposing counsel after they were
successful in a matter or dispute against one another s clients
one way in securing a new career at a competing ﬁrm

his connected approach is

ore than a handful of partners are moving between the large law ﬁrms in order to
e periment with the cultural ﬁt at the previous competing law ﬁrm ne should be on the
lookout within the restraint of trade clause for the wording of mutual clients If you are
unable to service mutual clients, then you might not be as an attractive asset to the ﬁrm
that which you thought initially
Partner salaries increase in different packages every year Some partner salaries need
higher increases, other greater responsibilities or beneﬁts and lastly, others need a
cultural change his culture may be within the current ﬁrm or when they are moving to a
competing ﬁrm
As it has been in the past two years, partners are more than likely to receive increases
above the in ation rate he e uity pay-outs are sometimes in deadlock depending on the
economic uctuations or political instabilities, like we witnessed last year
ne should not be surprised to see almost every US and UK law ﬁrm in Africa within
years e are in daily contact with Asian and American law ﬁrms always asking uestions
about South Africa and the rest of the continent As South Africa is the gateway into Africa,
one may predict that cities like ohannesburg, ape own and urban could see large
competitors enter the market epending on which industry the ﬁrms are in, the said
entry would have a ripple effect on traditional law ﬁrms in the long term As South Africa
could open up the door into Africa, current partners should be on the lookout for great
opportunities and possible alliances ith every international entry, we have noticed that
the salaries are going up in order to protect the ﬁrm from partners leaving with clients
ne cannot e pect this increase to last indeﬁnitely ur pro ection will include the
possibility of African aw irms
continent

erging in order to penetrate the entire market on the

As a ﬁnal thought, be sure to protect your name in the market, have more lunches with
clients, and be sure you do proper research before you approach a new venture

KEY CONTACTS
For deeper insight into the market in SA, please contact the team.
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